
BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
May 9, 2011 

Call to Order 

The Study Session of the Shoreline Board of Directors was called to order at 5:00 p.m. in the 
Darlene Sherrick Room (D105) of the Administrative Offices at the Shoreline Center by President 
David Wilson on May 9, 2011. 
 
Roll Call 

Present:  David Wilson, President; Debi Ehrlichman, Member; Mike Jacobs, Member; Dick Potter, 
Member; and Jacqueline Blackmore, Student Representative. 
 
Absent:  Maren Norton, Member 
 
The following item was discussed: 

1. Technology Update 
 Jim Golubich, Director of Instructional Technology, presented. 
 Mr. Golubich began with a review of the iPad pilots conducted at the high schools. (Copies 

of surveys were included in the Board packet.)  In February, students in a 10th grade 
English class used them for just under five weeks; in late March/early April, a science 
teacher used them in-class-only with a chemistry and an astronomy class; and more 
recently, a 10th grade Honors Geography class used them for the research phase of a 
project.  In general, the students were more favorable to the iPad than the netbook.  One 
exception was the onscreen keyboard on the iPad, which some students struggled to master 
in the short time they had them.  Bluetooth keyboards were available for those who wanted 
them, and while these made typing easier, students felt that the need to tote around another 
device offset the portability advantages of the iPad.  The battery life, size/weight, display, 
and durability of the iPad were all largely viewed favorably.   

 
It's worth noting that the iPads and netbooks were both used by students in the context of 
activities and assignments that they would have normally done with their laptops.  There 
was very little time available to work with the participating teachers and students to fully 
adjust to the different workflow aspects of the devices (using servers, transferring files to 
and from teachers, formatting documents to open in different applications, etc.), or to learn 
the unique features of the software that differed from what they're accustomed to on their 
MacBooks.  For some students, this induced a certain amount of anxiety in trying to 
complete the assigned work while also figuring out how to perform certain common tasks 
with new hardware/software.  Also unaddressed by the iPad pilots were the unique 
capabilities afforded by a tablet, such as the ability to do free-hand notes and sketches that 
are difficult to do on a standard computer. 
 
Mr. Golubich reviewed the possible deployment scenarios for high schools in 2011-2012, 
along with the pros and cons for each.  They are as follows: 
 
Option 1:  all 3200 HS students – paid over 2 years at 0% 
PROS – uniform specs for management and peripherals; single platform at both HS; deploy 
MacBooks for supplemental use; more MacBooks available for other needs (elementary 
labs, READ180, supplement middle school carts) 

 
CONS – no staggered replacement cycle; “all-in” purchase for relatively new technology; 
twice the management challenge; must train and support two full staffs at fairly high level  
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Option 2:  10th-11th grade at both schools (add 9th and 10th in 2012) 
PROS – equitable across both sides of district; phase-in and replacement cycle established; 
more direct Apple support since second phase pending success of first. 

 
CONS – potential for mixed-platform classes (teaching and training challenge for 1-year 
situation); must train parts of two staffs in different years, maintain and support two types of 
devices at both sites; risk of higher theft w/ new and old devices; potentially two different 
models in second year. 

 
Option 3:  One high school only in 2011 – Second high school added in 2012 
PROS – focus all iPad efforts at one site and with just one staff, with acquired experience 
benefiting second year of phase-in and half the training costs in year one;  2-year cycle of 
acquisition and replacement; more direct Apple support since second phase pending 
success of first. 

 
CONS – potential perception of inequity (offset by likely newer model in 2012); delays 
access by adoption-ready staff members at second high school; compels all first Shorewood 
staff into substantial shift, regardless of readiness. 

 
Option 4:  Netbook - same three deployment scenarios as Options 1-3, with exception of 
0%. 
PROS – more familiar form factor and workflow; accesses Flash and Shockwave elements. 

 
CONS – future product viability uncertain; ancillary infrastructure/support costs (virus, 
network services); teachers and students using different platforms and applications. 

 
Option 5:  Laptop 2:1 in-school model - similar to current middle school arrangement 
PROS – completely familiar platform; ease of management and support of devices, 
potentially longer lifespan of devices. 

 
CONS – heavy reliance on home computer access and file compatibility; loss of digital 
organizers and consistent access to tools; logistical burden on teachers to schedule, 
retrieve, and return carts; classroom security required; would impact financial ability to 
deploy 1:1 devices (e.g. iPads) later. 

 
Option 6:  Repurpose existing MacBooks for one year and study efficacy of iPads 
PROS - allows for deeper analysis of iPad deployments around the country (most are new 
and results inconclusive, even if promising) to gauge actual viability; gives content providers 
a year to convert; allows for more focused piloting in Shoreline, if desired; more time to train 
and acclimate staff to tablet environment.  

 
CONS - would necessitate some form of mobile lab configuration at both high schools since 
full 1:1 is unlikely to be sustainable with existing inventory; expense of many carts (approx 
$60K); potential negative public reaction to suspension of 1:1 access – even if for just one 
year. 

 
In addition to the above, Mr. Golubich provided the following information for discussion: 
“For reasons already discussed in the February study session, the netbook path presents 
problems related to technical compatibility with our infrastructure, limited software options 
within the price point threshold, and a long-range product prognosis that has only grown 
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more dire in recent months.  Meanwhile, the adoption rate of, and enthusiasm for, iPads by 
enterprises and educational institutions has only escalated.  While there's been considerable 
coverage about the beneficial features of the iPad – battery life, portability, number and low 
cost of apps, intuitive interface, eBook reader – and early adopters have reported promising 
outcomes with recent deployments, there has simply not been ample time for conclusive 
evidence to surface that the early indications will come to full fruition in the longer term. 

 
One characteristic of most of the recent initiatives has been the intentional efforts of 
participants to fully exploit the unique characteristics of the iPad while they grapple with 
some of the challenges of tablets relative to conventional computers (printing, file 
management, etc.).  I believe that will be a vital dynamic for Shoreline in order to maximize 
chances for success, and will necessitate a fairly substantial level of initial training and 
ongoing support.  Simply distributing iPads in place of laptops presents the risk that initial 
frustration for both staff and students may occur, and lead to diminished utilization of the 
devices.   

 
Finally, it is important to consider the ongoing evolution of the iPad "ecosystem" that 
appears to be underway.  In the year since the iPad first appeared as a consumer device, 
businesses and schools have helped redefine what the iPad might be used for, and related 
industry sectors have been scrambling to react to these new markets.  Areas such as mobile 
device management, educational publishing, online content providers, and such have been 
aggressively adapting their products to accommodate the growing demand for functionality 
that supports these enterprise types of environments.  Some of these functions have already 
surfaced, others are on the horizon, and still others will emerge as users expand their 
expectations for desired features.” 

 
The Board discussed the various options listed above and requested additional information, 
possibly at another study session, or in a more public venue, such as a regular meeting.  Mr. 
Golubich stated that a decision regarding the preferred option by June 6 would ensure 
receipt of computers/devices by mid-July for implementation over the summer. 

 
 
 
 
Adjournment:  6:22 p.m. 
 
   
 David Wilson, President 
 
Attest:  May 23, 2011 
 
 
 
   
Sue Walker, Secretary 
Shoreline Board of Directors 


